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A statement on the Grossman contribution to literature for children and young people.

David Grossman (born in Jerusalem, 1954) is a major figure in contemporary Hebrew literature. His literary activity is focused on older and younger readers, in alternating order: Following every adult book, Grossman publishes a book for younger readers, followed by an adult book, etc.

In his literary and journalistic writing Grossman does not shy away from complicated and controversial issues. He fights for the human rights of people of all ages, genders, and ethnicities. He is active in social justice causes and in peace initiatives between Arabs and Jews.

In 1982 he published his first children’s book, *Duel*, about a twelve-year-old boy who makes friends with an elderly man in a nursing home. His writing for children and young adults encompasses a wide range of topics. In his picture books, he focuses on aspects of children’s daily life (*Uri’s Special Language*) or their rich and wonderful imaginations, which can generate all sorts of fears (*Itamar Meets a Rabbit, Itamar the Dream Hunter*), worries (*Don’t Worry Ruti, Itamar the Dream Hunter*), or fantasies, sometimes involving imaginary friends (*Hadas’ Friend*). In Grossman’s picture books, the child’s world contains an empathic adult, the father, who respects the child, listens to him lovingly, and is able to suggest an unusual solution to the difficulty confronting the child, which the child is in turn quick to accept (*the Itamar books; Who Wants a Piggy-Back?, Don’t Worry Ruti, etc.*).

In his writing for young adults Grossman has dealt with complicated issues, including those that were considered taboo in the young adult Hebrew literature of their day: the relationship between a boy and a lonely old man, the spirited lives of individuals in nursing homes (*Duel*); growing up without a mother, dark family secrets in a nonconformist family (*The Zigzag Kid*); addiction, runaways, failure (*Someone to Run With*).

Grossman’s books for children garnered many prestigious awards, were set to music, were adapted for the stage and for musical theater, and were translated into various languages.

The inspiration for the children in Grossman’s books comes from the author himself when he was a young boy, and from his two sons and daughter. His younger son Uri, who figures in some of his stories, was killed in 2006 in the
Second Lebanon War. The tragic loss of his son had a profound impact on Grossman’s writing for adults and children.

In his work for children, Grossman has developed a unique partnership with the artist Michal Rovner, a collaboration that gave rise to extraordinary, lyrical books for children, which speak to the adult world as well, and are unique in their artistic blend of language and visual art: *Hug* (which won an honorable mention from the IBBY in 2012 and was translated into seven languages: Italian, Dutch, German, French, Catalanian, Spanish, English) and *The Sun Princess* (2015), which features an extraordinary mother who invites her daughter to join her in a brief journey that is a celebration of the sun rising again at dawn, especially for them, the sun queen and the sun princess. These works offer the adult and child reader alike a sense of being enveloped in love, as a source of consolation and as a reason for living, despite all the sorrow.
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The Israeli David Grossman (1954) is very much a writer of all trades. He wrote several novels, but mind you two epic works, *See Under: Love*, a touching, great book about death, *Falling out of Time* and recently also the tragicomic ‘stand-up novel’ *A horse Walks into a Bar*. Still this year, an anthology with essays about living and writing in times of war will be published.

If you felt the need, you could class the recently published first Dutch translation of David Grossman’s ‘Duel’ (1982) as a young adult book. The narrator is a 28-year-old man telling the story of what befell him as an ‘amateur detective’ when he was twelve years old. It is set in Israel of the 1960s and the introvert main character is called David.

Most notable and beautiful, the voice of the twelve-year-old resounds in the narrative. The text is remarkably clear, exhibiting the amazement of a teenager, but also the slight irony of a grown-up. A grown-up, who looks back on his early teenage year with a certain sense of tenderness and nostalgia. And at the same time it bespeaks the moment when he became storyteller, a writer.

He is lying under the bed of the elderly mister Heinrich Rosenthal, originally from Heidelberg, who emigrated to Palestine just before World War II. Immediately an engaging observation. David’s mother responded with ‘Yes, of course’ when he told her that as voluntary work for school he chose to spend time with an elderly man.

“And you, who don’t know her yet, need to know that this is actually the short version of the following sentence: ‘Yes, sure, instead of finding friends your own age, instead of playing football or doing any other sports, instead of for once leaving his books and his rabbit be, instead of all of this, he chooses a seventy-year-old friend, and I know for sure that he only does it to annoy me’”

The twenty-eight-year-old narrator – yes, the same age as David Grossman when he wrote the young adult novel, has a lot to say about the treatment of the ‘oldies’. This he tells the reader, with the additional comment that he will touch upon this subject further, on occasion. But in the meantime, and that is the joke of the story, between the lines he says it anyhow. Addressing the reader is in this case functional. It gives *Duel* the character of a children’s book, but actually it’s not. Under the bed, David becomes witness of an unseen character challenging Rosenthal to a duel. Even though he is afraid, he still wants to help mister Rosenthal to survive the duel.

Grossman mentions a whole lot of issues in passing. How times have changed. Living and writing, everything has to do with tempo. Keeping up with the times or not. The duel as such is about a woman with whom both rivals had amorous relations, decades ago. Grossman knows how to keep the reader’s attention by playfully delaying the true nature of the duel.

A mysterious suitcase, cover-up stories and a little poetry, since the woman, who later became a famous painter, gave each of her lovers a drawing. One received a drawing of her eyes, because he could see right into her innermost being, and the other a drawing of her mouth, because she gave him kisses. And the young writer-to-be comes up with an original solution to the conflict. A piece of theatre. A bright novel, for all ages.